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Furlow Charter School
Safety-focused Safe Routes to School Report
Introduction
On November 16 and 17, 2016, stakeholders at Furlow Charter School (FCS) in Americus, Georgia met
to examine the walking and bicycling network around the school and identify potential engineering
improvements and education strategies to address safety needs. Their participation in a Georgia Safe
Routes to School (SRTS) walk audit shows support for improving the walking and bicycling environment
while increasing the number of students safely walking or bicycling to school, as well as within the City of
Americus. The stakeholders participating in the walk audit included members of the school administration
and staff, City administration, Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) staff, and River Valley
Regional Commission.

Safe Routes to School Team
Name
Valerie Duff
Steve Kennedy
George Clayton
Beverly Butcher
Mark Scott
Patrick Weaver
Julio Portillo
Shelby Banta
Chelsea Carter

With support from:
Jared Draper
John Dempsey

Organization
Principal, Furlow Charter School
City Manager, City of Americus
Street Superintendent, City of Americus
GIS Coordinator, City of Americus
Chief of Police, City of Americus
Traffic Engineer, GDOT
Regional Community & Bicycle-Pedestrian Planner, River Valley
Regional Commission
Bicycle-Pedestrian Planning Assistant, River Valley Regional
Commission
School Outreach Coordinator, Georgia Safe Routes to School
Resource Center

Planner, Toole Design Group
Landscape Architect, Toole Design Group

During the course of the two-day meeting, the team discussed how students currently travel to and from
school and their concerns related to walking and biking to school; the group also assessed common
walking routes near the school through a facilitated walk audit.

Existing conditions
Furlow Charter School (FCS) is located at 63 Valley Drive, Americus, Georgia, in west central Sumter
County. Americus is a community with a rich history, growing industry, and several established
residential neighborhoods. In addition, Georgia Southwestern State University is located within Americus
and is home to over 2,500 students.
As a charter school, FCS does not have a defined attendance boundary and is open to students living
anywhere in Sumter County. The FCS campus is two miles south of the City’s downtown, within a
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residential neighborhood comprised primarily of single-family detached homes. A few students live within
the adjacent neighborhood with a majority of students living more than a half mile from the FCS campus.
Figure 1 illustrates as-the-crow-flies incremental distances from the school property along with the local
street network.
School Location and Access Routes
Motor vehicle access to the campus is via Valley Drive. An existing sidewalk segment on the west side of
Valley Drive between Rose Avenue provides limited access for student pedestrians, as it ends at the
school campus entrance. There are striped crosswalks on all four legs of the nearest intersection to the
school campus: Rose Avenue and Valley Drive. See Figure 2.
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Figure 1. FCS student travel distance map.
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Figure 2 Furlow Charter School Vicinity Map

South Lee Street (Georgia State Route 377) is a roadway that provides a north-south connector for the
Americus community. This road is a primary route for vehicular travel and is approximately a quarter mile
to the east of Valley Drive and the entrance to the school site. In addition, the Griffin Bell Golf Course
and Conference Center is located on the east side of South Lee Street. Table 1 identifies the name and
characteristics of the four streets that are primarily used by staff, parents, and students for access to the
school.
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Table 1: Primary Streets for School Access

Street Name

Annual
Average
Traffic (ADT)

Existing
Sidewalk

Speed Limit

# of Lanes

Street
Width

Valley Drive

N/A

Small segment
south of Rose
Avenue

25 MPH
(20 MPH School
Zone)

2

26-ft

Columbia
Avenue

N/A

No

30 MPH

2

26-ft

Rose Avenue

N/A

No

30 MPH
(20 MPH School
Zone)

2

26-ft

5,600

Yes (on both
sides of SR
377 to the
north of Rose
Avenue)

35 MPH

3 (2 travel lanes,
1 continuous
center turn lane)

36-ft

South Lee
Street
(Georgia SR
377)

The residential neighborhood surrounding the FCS campus does not have sidewalk infrastructure but
streets have slow posted speeds as the table above illustrates. A few locations, as shown in Figure 1,
have speed bumps to slow motor vehicle speeds within the neighborhood.
FCS’ on-campus circulation is provided by loops that divide drop-off and pick-up for students that are K-3
from students that are grades 4-9. See Figure 4. During pick-up and drop-off operations (7:30 AM- 8:00
AM and 3:20 PM – 3:50 PM), Valley Drive is the main access onto the campus. There are no buses for
FCS and the school staff indicates that there are no future plans to bus students to the site. Staff parking
lots are located near both the Red and Blue Halls and staff arrive prior to drop-off and after the end of
pick-up.

1

Georgia Department of Transportation, 2015 http://trafficserver.transmetric.com/gdot-prod/tcdb.jsp?siteid=2610183
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Student Travel Patterns
Bus service is not provided for students attending FCS. All students travel to school by foot, bike, or in a
private vehicle. As shown in Figure 3, 93% of students arrive and depart by private motor vehicle.
Currently, there are approximately 8 students walking to school1. FCS is actively promoting walking as a
transportation opportunity to school. They recently held a walk to school day from the nearby Griffin Bell
Golf Course. The FCS faculty have expressed interest in more opportunities to promote walking and
biking for students but understand there is currently a lack of safe infrastructure.

Furlow Charter
Student Travel Modes
Transit, 2%

Walk, 4%

Bike, 1%

Private Vehicle, 93%

Figure 1 Student Travel Modes

Arrival
Students start arriving on foot or by private vehicle at 7:30 AM for an 8 AM start to the school day.
Pedestrians and bicyclists use the existing sidewalk on Valley Drive south of Rose Avenue to approach
the school property. Due to the existing fence, pedestrians and bicyclists step into the street and then
onto a worn dirt trail outside of the street as they move south toward the school and existing on-campus
sidewalk. Vehicles are directed to the East for dropping off students in grades K-3 at the designated “Red
Hall” and to the West for dropping off students in grades 4-9 at the “Blue Hall” after entering the school
campus. One faculty member positioned near the entrance on Valley Drive directs motorists entering and
exiting the school property. Figure 4 illustrates the arrival and dismissal circulation pattern for motor
vehicles, walkers, and bikers.

1

Student travel modes from Student Travel Tallies, November 2016.
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Figure 2 Arrival and Dismissal Circulation Pattern

Dismissal
Students begin dismissal procedures starting at 3:22 PM. Walkers/bikers leave first with car riders being
dismissed 3 minutes later. The pick-up traffic pattern is the same as the drop-off patterns for the Red and
Blue Halls. The pick-up period routinely is completed by 3:50 PM.

Walk Audit Summary
The SRTS Team met at FCS to discuss possible walking and bicycling infrastructure improvements for
the community. The group surveyed the school campus’ personal vehicle pick-up and drop-off area and
walked along Valley Drive and Rose Avenue noting the lack of connectivity and safe access from the
neighborhood to the school campus (Photo 1). The team also noted the minimal and dated signage,
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according to the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) Section 7B.02 and Section 7B.07,
along Valley Drive and Rose Avenue that would more easily identify these roads as a school zone for all
motor vehicles (Photo 2).
Next, the team assessed the intersection of Rose Avenue and Valley Drive. Although four crosswalks are
striped on all four legs of the intersection, the crosswalk paint is fading, there is only one segment of
sidewalk providing a pedestrian pathway between the intersection and the school: south of Rose Avenue
on the west side of Valley Drive (Photo 3). The existing sidewalk lacks a curb ramp along with a
detectable warning pad.
Lastly, the SRTS Team assessed connectivity between this sidewalk and the school campus. The
campus has a fence and gate along the boundary, including the area in front of the sidewalk which is
blocking the pedestrian pathway onto the school campus (Photo 4). During the arrival period, students
walking to school (many accompanied by a parent) were observed stepping into the roadway to get
around the existing fence (Photo 5). After passing the fence, the sidewalk resumes again in about 100
feet. (Photo 6). Once on the school property, both the entry and exit drive aisles for the Blue Hall on the
west side of Valley Drive must be crossed before reaching a sidewalk. Refer to Figure 4 for more
information regarding the circulation for drop-off and pick-up. After reaching the sidewalk on the FCS
campus, students and parents are able to navigate to either the Red or Blue Halls without any street
crossings or conflict points with vehicles.

Walk Audit Photographs
Walk audit participants took photographs to document the walk audit as well as supplement the safety
focused project recommendations. The following photos are from the walk audit and are referenced
above. All of the walkabout photographs are available at:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ndujf9mbinnpasv/AAA4OeSX-L0rAp1QaXZpH9CHa?dl=0

Photo 1 Rose Avenue facing East: The

surrounding neighborhood lacks
sidewalk infrastructure. The absence
of sidewalks may discourage walking
as a transportation option.
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Photo 2 Valley Drive facing South:

School zone signage is dated and not
compliant with MUTCD standards.

Photo 3 Valley Drive facing South: The

intersection at Rose Avenue and
Valley Drive has four striped
crosswalks, however only one leg has
a of sidewalk. There are currently no
ADA compliant curb ramps at this
intersection.

Photo 4 Valley Drive facing North
(inside school campus): The only
segment of sidewalk along Valley
Drive stops at the school boundary.
There is currently not a pedestrian
gate into the school property along
Valley Drive.
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Photo 5 Valley Drive facing North
(inside school campus): An existing

fence is a barrier for pedestrians and
forces people onto the roadway to
access the school by foot.

Photo 6 Valley Drive facing South
(inside school campus): There is a gap

in the sidewalk approximately 100
linear feet long with two vehicular
driveway crossings. The sidewalk
resumes on the south side of the Blue
Hall exit drive aisle.
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Anticipated Walking Routes
The SRTS team agreed to focus all improvement recommendations within the surrounding neighborhood
and current school boundary. The anticipated walking routes are included in Table 2.
Table 2: Anticipated Walking and Biking Routes

Speed
limit

Street

Road
Width

No. lanes each
direction

Sidewalk and shoulder
width, if present2

Valley Drive

25 MPH (20
MPH School
Zone)

26’

1

No sidewalk (Note: There is an
existing sidewalk segment
located south of Rose Avenue
to School Property,
approximately 180 linear feet)

Rose Avenue

30 MPH (20
MPH School
Zone)

26’

1

No sidewalk

30 MPH

26’

1

No sidewalk

Columbia
Avenue

Key Barriers and Safety Issues
The lack of students and families walking or bicycling to school is in part due to the lack of bike and
pedestrian facilities within the surrounding residential neighborhood. According to Parent Surveys
collected in November 2016, the top five issues affecting parental decisions to allow their child to walk or
bicycle to school are:






Distance
Speed of traffic along route
Amount of traffic along route
Weather or climate
Safety of intersections and crossings

These issues were identified during the team meeting and from parents who currently drive their children
to school.

Opportunities for Improvement
In spite of observed relatively low motor vehicle traffic volumes, there are no pedestrian or bicycle
facilities to access the school campus. Streets lacking separate pathways, striped shoulders, sidewalks or
crosswalks may signal to drivers, potential pedestrians and bicyclists that streets are for motor vehicle
use only. In spite of the current lack of infrastructure some parents and students walk to and from school.
Along with the following engineering recommendations, education efforts by the Furlow faculty may also
result in an increase in walking or bike to school. Additional students walking or bike to school would
2

Street and sidewalk widths are approximate.
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reduce the traffic congestion within the neighborhood during the drop-off and pick-up periods and be a
healthy transportation alternative for both students and parents.

Safe Routes to School Recommendations
To assist in addressing barriers and safety concerns identified by the FCS team and community, site
specific infrastructure changes are recommended around the school and in the surrounding neighborhood
as well general education recommendations. Table 3 defines each time period for recommendations
while Table 4 provides an overview of all the types of proposed recommendations. Maps showing the
locations of specific infrastructure recommendations and detailed descriptions of each recommendation
follow.
Table 3: Implementation Periods

Immediate-term
Short-term
Medium-term
Long-term

Within this year
Within 2 years
Within 5 years
Longer than 5 years

Table 4: Action Plan Recommendations

ENGINEERING RECOMMENDATIONS
Sidewalks and Pedestrian Improvements
Pedestrian Crossing Improvements
Install New Signage
Intersection Improvements
EDUCATION RECOMMENDATIONS
Integrate Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety into Curriculum
Educate parents on safe driving near the school campus
Hold bike rodeos and additional walk to school day events

Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering

Medium-Term
Short-Term
Short-Term
Long-Term

Education
Education
Education

Immediate-Term
Immediate-Term
Immediate-Term

Engineering Recommendations
There are several locations near FCS where engineering solutions can improve the safety and comfort of
students and their families walking and bicycling to school. Recommended improvement locations were
identified by the team during the walk audit and team discussions, in the parent survey, and from
fieldwork conducted by the consultant team. The major improvement locations are described below, as
well as noted on the infrastructure recommendations mapping in Figure 6 and Figure 7, which focuses on
the recommendations made near the school entrance. All recommendations below would require further
engineering analysis to ensure feasibility and should be considered by the school administration, City of
Americus, and Georgia Department of Transportation.
Figures 6 and 7 show the engineering recommendations based upon the walk audit and SRTS Team
meetings. Each of the recommendations illustrated on the map have a corresponding color, number, and
letter for recommendation tables in the following sections. For example, Pedestrian Crossing
Improvements is number 2 in the map legend and is represented by a blue dot with a number and letter.
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The corresponding recommendation table is in section two below with a blue table and each
recommendation listed by letter.
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Figure 3 FCS Overall Infrastructure Recommendations Map
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Figure 4 FCS Campus Infrastructure Recommendations Map
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1. Sidewalk and Pedestrian Improvements
In the absence of sidewalks, many students who walk to and from school use the existing pavement in
the street. Installing sidewalks to improve connectivity on the school campus and within the surrounding
neighborhood is proposed. Adding sidewalks will provide a designated space for pedestrians the ability
to walk to school, as well as within the surrounding neighborhoods.

1. Sidewalks and Pedestrian Improvements

Type

MAP
ID
A

B

C

D

E

Recommendation
Install a sidewalk segment on the west side of Valley Drive to
the south of the entrance gate to extend the existing
sidewalk from Rose Avenue.
Install a pedestrian gate in existing fence at the entrance of
school property on the west side of Valley Drive to connect
existing and recommended sidewalk (1A).
Install approximately 1,100 linear feet of sidewalk on the west
side of Valley Drive from Rose Avenue to Columbia Avenue to
improve neighborhood connectivity.
Install approximately 1,700 linear feet of sidewalk on the
south side of Rose Avenue from Valley Drive to Lee Street
(Georgia SR 377) to improve neighborhood connectivity.
Install approximately 1,300 linear feet of sidewalk on the
south side of Columbia Avenue from Valley Drive to Lee
Street (Georgia SR 377) to improve neighborhood
connectivity.
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Timeframe

Priority

Short-Term

High

Short-Term

High

Medium-Term

Medium

Medium-Term

Medium

Medium-Term

Low
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Photo 1A
Pedestrian access from the school front entrance
to the surrounding neighborhood is limited due to a
missing sidewalk segment on the school property.
This segment would connect existing sidewalks on
the school campus to the sidewalk along Valley
Drive leading to Rose Avenue.

Photo 1B
The existing fence is a barrier for pedestrians on
the school campus. A pedestrian gate will allow
pedestrians the ability to enter the school property
without stepping into the roadway. The school
administration has indicated they do not have
plans to close the gate and desire for the campus
to be open to and used by the community.

Photo 1C
Installing a sidewalk along the west side of Valley
Drive will provide space for pedestrians to walk to
and from the school campus. Additionally, this
improvement will provide safe and walkable space
for neighborhood residents.
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Photo 1D
Installing a sidwalk along the south side of Rose
Avenue will connect the existing sidewalk on Valley
Drive with only one roadway crossing. This
improvement will provide a safe pedestrian facility
from Valley Drive to South Lee Street (Georgia SR
377), a roadway that has existing sidewalk
infrastructure.

Photo 1E
Installing a sidewalk from South Lee Street
(Georgia SR 377) to Valley Drive along the south
side of Columbia Avenue provides a more
complete pedestrian network for the neighborhood
along with providing improved access to the school
campus.
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2. Pedestrian Crossing Improvements
Proper pedestrian crossings are important to enhance the pedestrian and bike environment in and around
the FCS campus. The following recommendations are targeted improvements to improve the walkability
from the residential neighborhood all the way to the school entrance and are illustrated in Figure 6 and 7.

Type

MAP
ID

2. Pedestrian Crossing
Improvements

A

B

C

Recommendation
Add painted, high-visibility crosswalks with ADA compliant
curb ramps at the Valley Drive and Rose Avenue intersection
to connect recommended sidewalk segments.
Add raised crosswalks at the drop-off entrance and exit
roadways on the west side of Valley Drive to the south of the
entrance gate. NOTE: to be done concurrently with
recommendations 1C, D and E.
Add painted, high-visibility crosswalks with ADA compliant
curb ramps at the Valley Drive and Columbia Avenue
intersection to connect recommended sidewalk segments.
NOTE: to be done concurrently with recommendations 1C, D
and E.

Timeframe

Priority

Short-Term

High

Long-Term

Medium

Long-Term

Medium

Photo 2A
Existing crosswalks are painted at the
intersection of Valley Drive and Rose
Avenue. However, the paint is fading
and ADA compliant curb ramps are
needed.
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Photo 2B
Pedestrians accessing the school must
walk into the roadway to bypass the
existing fence. Pedestrians also must
cross two drive aisles once on school
property. A raised crosswalk would allow
pedestrians to remain at the same grade
and reduce the need for ADA compliant
ramps.

Existing Conditions

Raised Crosswalk Example
Photo 2C
There are no existing painted crosswalks
at the intersection of Valley Drive and
Columbia Avenue. Painted crosswalks
are important to identify safe pedestrian
crossings within the residential
neighborhood surrounding the school.
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3. Signage Improvements
Signage along streets within one-quarter mile of the school campus should be complete and accurate to
create safe conditions for walking and bicycling. While Georgia law does not offer clear guidance on how
to delineate the school zone, it typically encompasses the roadway (or roadways) immediately adjacent to
the school, several blocks in either direction. Ideally, the school zone encompasses as many blocks as
possible around the campus where there is highly concentrated school-generated traffic. The school zone
should be clearly defined by the City of Americus and the Furlow faculty, and signed appropriately in
accordance with all Georgia Codes and Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) Policies, including
but not limited to code sections § 40-14-8 and 40-14-3 and GDOT policy 6780-4. The FCS SRTS Team
observed several deficiencies with existing signage, including not compliant School Speed Limit signage
during our field visit. Consistent signage and community awareness, combined with regular enforcement
are needed to affect travel speeds around the school campus.
Marked crosswalks, signage, and refuge median islands benefit pedestrians by providing a safe location
for crossing the street. Crosswalks provide a connection between sidewalks (where present), and
reinforce preferred pedestrian crossing locations. Improved signage, high-visibility crosswalks help alert
drivers to a high-traffic pedestrian crossing, and should be considered in locations where pedestrian
traffic is likely to be higher or there are vulnerable users.

3. Intersection Crossing
Improvements

Type

MAP
ID

Recommendation

Timeframe

Priority

A

Flashing School Zone Speed Limit Signage along Valley
Drive.

Short-Term

High

B

High-visibility school signage along Rose Avenue to the
East and West of Valley Drive.

Short-Term

High

C

High-visibility school signage along Columbia Avenue
near Lee Street.

Short-Term

Medium
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Figure 3A
Valley Drive north of Rose Avenue, install
flashing school zone speed limit signage
to indicate slower speeds during school
drop-off and pick-up periods.

Photo 3B and 3C
Along the Rose Avenue and Columbia
Avenue approaches to Valley Drive.
Install new school zone signage that is
high-visibility to ensure that drivers are
aware of the school zone within the
residential neighborhood.
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4. Intersection Improvements
Improving the safety and accessibility for pedestrians to and from the school campus was a key goal for
the SRTS Team during observations and meetings. Two key intersections were observed during drop-off
and pick-up periods. The intersection at Rose Avenue and Valley Drive, just to the north of the FCS
entrance is currently a four-way stop controlled intersection. The majority of vehicular traffic arrives and
departs from the East toward South Lee Street or from the North toward Columbia Avenue. The next
intersection is on the school property and is controlled by a FCS staff member during the drop-off and
pick-up periods to direct vehicles to the Red or Blue Halls along with assisting with exiting vehicles. Both
of these intersections experience congestion at certain times during student arrival or dismissal. The
following recommendations for a small roundabout or mini-traffic circle at both of these intersections is
based upon the congestion, vehicle stacking, and opportunity for improved safety for all modes of
transportation traveling to and from the school campus.

4. Intersection Crossing Improvements

Type

MAP
ID

Recommendation

Timeframe

Priority

A

Consider a roundabout or mini- traffic circle at the
intersection of Rose Avenue and Valley Drive. Further
study may be required. Note: these improvements are
considered longer term while improvements 2A, B, and C
are short term safety improvements.

Long-Term

Medium

Long-Term

Medium

Long-Term

Medium

Medium-Term

Medium

B

C

D

Consider a roundabout or mini- traffic circle on the south
side of the school entrance to assist with drop-off and
pick-up vehicular traffic. Further study may be required.
Note: these improvements are considered longer term
while improvements 2A, B, and C are short term safety
improvements.
Consider a roundabout at the intersection of Columbia
Avenue and South Lee Road (Georgia SR 77). This
complicated intersection also includes Elm Avenue and
Grande Avenue and uses stop signs as traffic control
devices for intersecting side streets. Installing a
roundabout may reduce vehicular congestion while
improving safety for all transportation modes. Further
study may be required.
Consider intersection improvements to enhance
pedestrian safety for crossing South Lee Street and Rose
Avenue. Improvements may include striped crosswalks,
ADA compliant curb ramps, a pedestrian refuge island,
and/or Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons (RRFB).
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Photo 4A
Valley Drive and Rose Avenue
Installing a roundabout or mini-traffic
circle may increase safety for pedestrians
and bicycles at this intersection.
Additionally, this intersection treatment
may reduce congestion and stacking
across residential driveways by allowing
a yield rather than a complete stop. This
will be most beneficial for vehicles exiting
the school toward South Lee Street via
Rose Avenue.

Existing condtions

Mini traffic circle example
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Photo 4B
Valley Drive and Drop-off and Pick-up
Drive Aisles
Installing a roundabout or mini-traffic
circle may increase safety for pedestrians
and bicycles at this intersection.
Additionally, this intersection treatment
would remove the need for FCS faculty to
direct traffic and would allow a yield
condition for entering and exiting
vehicles. In conjunction with the
recommended intersection improvement
at Rose Avenue and Valley Drive (5A),
the roundabouts would reduce
congestion and simplify the circulation
pattern on the FCS campus.

Photo 4C
Intersection of Columbia Avenue, South
Lee Street (Georgia SR 377), Elm
Avenue, and Grande Avenue.
Installing a roundabout may increase
safety for pedestrians and bicycles at this
intersection. Additionally, a roundabout
would create a yielding action for drivers
on all intersecting streets and may reduce
congestion at a complicated intersection
on a primary corridor within the
community and near the FCS campus.
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Photo 4D
Intersection of Rose Avenue and South
Lee Street (Georgia SR 377)
Installing enhanced pedestrian crossing
facilities at this intersection would
increase connectivity from FCS and the
neighborhood to South Lee Street.
Traffic volumes and crash data should be
considered when pedestrian
improvements are reviewed.

Education Recommendations
Education strategies help children develop safety skills they can apply on the way to school, on the
school campus, and in other contexts throughout their lifetimes. Education strategies also aim to make
parents and community members aware of the goals of the SRTS program and the impacts of their
behavior on safety conditions around the school.
Education Strategy
Integrate pedestrian and bicycle safety instruction into the curriculum (Immediate-Term).
Pedestrian and bicycle safety education will ideally occur in advance of major walk or bike to school
events so that children are adequately prepared and have an opportunity to practice the skills they
have learned. The Child Pedestrian Safety Curriculum produced by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) is an example a curriculum that might be used for this instruction. (The
Resource Center also offers a Bicycle Rodeo Toolkit that can be used to provide bicycle education.)
The NHTSA curriculum and the standards of learning that it satisfies, and the Bicycle Rodeo Toolkit are
available for free from The Resource Center’s website at: www.saferoutesga.org/content/safetyeducation-resources.
Educate parents on safe driving near the school campus (Immediate-Term) Education should be
provided to parents on safe driving in the area near the schools. Safe driving tips can be distributed
during school events along with pedestrian safety information.
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Hold additional Bike Rodeos Bicycle rodeos feature bicycle safety skills instruction, bicycle skills
practice, equipment inspections, and helmet fitting. The Bicycle Rodeo Toolkit are available for free
from The Resource Center’s website at: www.saferoutesga.org/content/safety-education-resources.

Hold additional walk to school events (Immediate-Term). Walk to school events provide the
opportunity for students to walk as a group to school and learn lessons in pedestrian safety.
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Description of infrastructure improvement components included in
this plan
High-Visibility Crosswalks:
High-visibility crosswalk striping improves the visibility of pedestrians to motorists. Different striping
patterns can be used, all generally around a ladder style. Thermoplastic materials should be used to
resist decay. GDOT construction detail T11-a depicts GDOT’s crosswalk design.
Speed Tables/Raised crosswalks:
Raised crosswalks are flat-topped speed humps with crosswalk markings painted on the top. Raised
crosswalks serve two purposes: they make pedestrians more visible to motorists; and they cause
motorists to slow at the most critical location, where pedestrians cross (The Effects of Traffic Calming
Measure on Pedestrian and Motorists Behavior, FHWA 2001). Note that speed tables are typically not
used on roads that are part of the state route system.
Curb Ramps:
Curb ramps are located at the curb line to allow elevation change from street level to sidewalk level. Curb
ramps are typically located at crosswalks /crossings. Curb ramps should be ADA compliant. Two ramps at
a corner are preferred as opposed to. one diagonal ramp.
Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons:
Rectangular rapid flashing beacons increase the visibility of students and all pedestrians as they cross
the roadway. This device is pedestrian-activated; it will begin to flash immediately if a pedestrian has
pushed a button, indicating that they need to cross the street.
School Zone Identification:
School zone signs and pavement markings are recommended to alert motorists that they are entering a
school zone where pedestrians may be present both along and crossing the roadway. New pavement
markings can work with existing school zone signs to reinforce the message to motorists about the school
zone.
Sidewalks and buffers:
Sidewalks are most effective when they include a buffer to increase pedestrian comfort and safety, as to
serve as a place for pedestrian “overflow”, especially closer to the school. GDOT recommends the
minimum width of sidewalk be 5-ft of clear unobstructed space which should allow adequate space for
two wheelchairs to pass. Higher pedestrian usage may warrant the use of wider sidewalks. The minimum
sidewalk width per AASHTO is 4-ft, but passing space of 5-ft by 5-ft should be provided at least every
200-ft. GDOT recommends a 6-ft buffer from the back of curb to the sidewalk; the buffer strip should be
no less than 2-ft. Available right of way will impact the ultimate design.
Roundabout or mini traffic circle:
Roundabouts are a traffic calming device that can be implemented at intersections that have
circumstances such as skewed street approaches and/or more than 2 streets intersecting. This
intersection treatment reduces vehicle speeds and requires yielding by all drivers entering the
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roundabout. Mini traffic circles are a traffic calming measure that can be implemented by constructing a
raised circular island in the center of a low volume residential type street intersection. They reduce
vehicle speeds by forcing drivers to maneuver around the circular island. The slower speed associated
with roundabouts and mini traffic circles can reduce the severity of vehicle crashes, but they must be
properly designed to benefit pedestrians and bicyclists. Roundabouts and mini traffic circles should be
designed to accommodate the necessary design vehicle.
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